
NÓATÚN (The Haven) 

          

CHARACTERS: 

TORI THORNBERRY: 27 British American – short red hair  – a tattoo of Pisces – the abstract 

form, on her neck.  

KARI LUNDE ;   A handsome woman, long red hair, greying,  mid forties, environmental 

activist.... 

PAPA (BJORN ANDERSEN) : Kari’s father. 75 A retired fisherman. 

HELGE LUNDE: Kari’s son – 25 – works at the local quarry as an environmental officer.  

NOTE: I have drafted this version to include quite realistic sets. However they can be mightily 

simplified though certain key images need to be present in some form, e.g the 

portrait could be a photograph.  
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SCENE 1 

Norway, somewhere in the southern fjords, present day.  

A wooden converted, Boathouse interior, or suggestion thereof – midday, midsummer – bright light, 

water reflecting on the ceiling from outside, some old fishing gear on display about 

the place. Kitchen table three cups, a kettle gently steaming in the corner on a stove.  

A cleaver and chopping board on the table . A Large bowl of strawberries.  A china 

cockerel on the mantle. A blender next to it -  A black and white photo of a fishing 

boat.   A large portrait of a woman – red haired. An old bear gun on the wall above 

the window. A single oar hanging from the ceiling. Some unopened sample pots of 

paint. A brush. Papers everywhere  as if someone is in the middle of researching 

something … chart on the wall with red lines indicating daily measurements …. A 

noise meter.  

KARI is sitting with her back to us looking out of the window. 

A warning siren  in the distance – not like police or ambulance but single horn blasts repeated for 

three whole minutes.  

Then an almighty distant explosion – with an after crack like lightning or tree breaking in half.. 

Black out. 
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SCENE 2: As Scene 1, But there is crack in the window glass and some sample paint patches on the 

wall .. shades of pink to red... ...KARI is at the table going through papers , writing 

and checking readings of some sort on a sound meter or some such …  

PAPA... is rummaging round in a drawers looking for something... 

HELGE enters, half dressed... t-shirt with the Norwegian tourist board logo – and tagline 

“powered by nature”. 

Background noise, quarry trucks and heavy diggers etc in the distance – occasionally punctuated by 

pile-driving........ 

HELGE starts preparing strawberries ... topping them and putting them in the blender. 

KARI is at her papers. Writing checking the figures on the noise meter… a laptop too 

HELGE:        I’m late.  

PAPA:           They’ve started already ...  

KARI:           They never stop. That was 450,000 tonnes in one go according to their facebook - Did 

you sleep?  

HELGE:        Like a log – I have a wall of rock right outside– and a window the size of a tea tray - 

and it doesn’t open..  

KARI:           You can always swap with Papa … unbelievable. 1500 kilograms of ammonium 

Nitrate .. Jesus  

PAPA:            Happy to – if you don’t mind all my stuff – wouldn’t fit into that little box of yours 

KARI:            Did you sleep Papa? 

PAPA:             I don’t sleep  ...not that I can tell.  

KARI:            That’s seventeen thousand tonnes of detritus into the fjord .. from one blast and how 

many is that now since January…. ?  

PAPA:             No need for a cockerel. 
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KARI:             I didn’t hear him this morning. 

HELGE:         It’s just temporary ... they’ll be going deeper soon .. you won’t hear it. 

KARI:            The silence is worse –It means they’re getting ready for some even greater atrocity . 

Twenty three  in four months -  

Helge turns on the blender  

KARI:           What’s that?  

PAPA:           Yes what is that? 

HELGE:       Smoothie. 

PAPA:           The smell. 

HELGE:       Strawberries. 

KARI:          You’re destroying perfectly good fruit. 

HELGE:       It’s a smoothie. 

PAPA:           It’s not strawberries. 

KARI:          It is. Ruined. look. 

PAPA:           It’s … 

HELGE:       Lynx.  

PAPA:           What? 

HELGE:       Aftershave. 

KARI :          That’s not breakfast.  

HELGE:       See you later. 

KARI:           Don’t you want some proper food? 

PAPA:           There may not be a later. 

HELGE:        Oh come on. Please don’t..  
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PAPA:            There will be no fish.  

HELGE:        Jesus. 

PAPA:            No fish. They don’t like it. 

HELGE:        I know, so you say.  

PAPA:            They don’t like the noise- it sends them out to sea. 

HELGE:         They’ll come back. 

PAPA:            To visit, maybe. Not to stay. 

KARI:            Tourists in their own country... 

HELGE:         Look out the window. I can see a boat – someone’s fishing ...  

KARI:             I’m going to let the birds out.... 

KARI exits picking up a bucket by the door as she goes – the sound of the quarry is louder as she 

opens the door ... 

PAPA goes to the window, looks, shakes his head. 

PAPA:           Germans. 

HELGE:       How do you know that? 

PAPA:            They are standing up and there are six of them in a ten footer because they’ve hired it 

and it cost a fortune – that’s Sven’s boat  - he could sell water to a salmon... and ... 

look there’s someone swimming...don’t see that very often...that won’t be a German.  

HELGE:        Well Germans or not they wouldn’t come here if there were no fish – someone 

swimming? Where?    

PAPA:            Old habit – Tried to steal my mother’s cow – she sent them packing –  bear gun on 

her hip -  “we’ve had nothing to eat but strawberry jam for months” the officer said “ 

that’s what you get for invading someone else’s country” she replies...Papa was 

terrified they would come back and kill us all.   
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HELGE:        There’s no proof the quarry is affecting the fish ... I can’t believe I am having this 

conversation. I haven’t even had breakfast.. Oh, yes... there is someone.. right out 

there too.  

PAPA:           Proof is for the ignorant. 

HELGE:       Sven says he’s still catching.  

PAPA:           Sven is a liar – always was. 

HELGE:       What? 

PAPA:           He is lying. 

HELGE:       How do you know? 

PAPA:           I just know. Thief and a liar. 

HELGE:       Just know. How is it old people just know stuff? 

HELGE grabs his coat and leaves - KARI returns passing him just outside 

PAPA rummages around looking for something finds it in a drawer - a knife. He tests its edge with 

his thumb. 

PAPA:            Useless. 

PAPA grabs his coat putting the knife down on the edge of the dresser in order to dress - then makes 

to leave but stops 

KARI:            Are you going to the boat Papa? 

PAPA:             I didn’t hear the cockerel this morning. Did you hear him? 

KARI:            No. Actually I didn’t see him just now. I was somewhere else. You should see the 

dust on the car… and that’s just from yesterday  

PAPA:             Perhaps he’s sick. 

HELGE:        The neighbours will be pleased.  

KARI:            What are you doing? 
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HELGE:        Keys. 

PAPA:            And we have to listen to his truck start up every morning at god knows what time... 

HELGE:        They have to start early – have you seen my phone? My new phone?  They were with 

my phone.. 

PAPA:            Start? They never stop. 

PAPA exits  

KARI :           They’re moving – to the other side to be closer to work. She still complains.  I 

overheard her talking to Marit at the shop – she’s incapable of whispering– What do 

they expect? – it’s the country – this is a farm. Cocks must crow. But they have 

nothing to say about that … that atrocity 

HELGE:        Was. Was a farm. Where the hell are they... ? 

KARI:            We grow things don’t we?  

HELGE:        Yeah, but come on – a strawberry field - a few square metres of vegetables,  some 

chickens isn’t exactly a farm . 

KARI:            Why are you so determined to belittle everything? 

HELGE:        I’m not belittling anything – I’m just saying ... its not going to feed the world.  

KARI:            We’re not trying to feed the world ...Its more of a farm than the Eriksons –  it was so 

beautiful that place - shitty little holiday cabins.  

HELGE:        They’re not shitty.  Some of them are state of the art – eco-type things. You’d like 

them if you went inside.  

KARI:            The whole fjord’s turning into a postcard… 

KARI opens a pot of paint, takes a brush and paints a small patch on the wall.  As the following 

scene unfolds she paints three small patches in various shades of  pink. 
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HELGE:        He needed a job that wasn’t going to kill him. No. Damn. Wrong ones.... where are 

they? 

KARI:            Driving a digger?  

HELGE:        Nothing wrong with driving a digger -  it’s a job - Nine to five – good money – 

weekends off – benefits – a pension – you know just the usual, normal stuff of 

life...Look I’ve got to go. ..What’s all that? 

KARI:            Samples. 

HELGE:        Why? 

KARI:            Brighten it up. It’s been ages. 

HELGE:        What’s the point? Look have you seen my keys? 

KARI:            Positive thinking. 

HELGE:        Positive thinking would be looking for somewhere else to live. Have you seen my 

keys? 

KARI:            No I haven’t. Since when does someone who is destroying the mountain deserve a 

pension?  

HELGE:        Since when are you the one to tell people what they deserve? 

KARI:            Do you know what it’s called now? 

HELGE:        What? 

KARI:            What they’re doing. 

HELGE:        They? 

KARI:            Ecocide. 

HELGE:        They? 

KARI:            I didn’t want to say you…  
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HELGE :       I’m just trying to minimise the impact.  Ok? But there are lots of factors. Trust me it 

could be worse.   

HELGE picks up the china cockerel and shakes it .. a rattling .. he tips it out  

HELGE:        Aha..! What the hell were they doing in there? 

KARI:            It might have been me, tidying up so they wouldn’t get lost.  

HELGE makes to leave. Stops. 

HELGE:        Who calls it that?  The people there call it work.  

KARI:            Jobs. 

HELGE:        Exactly. 

KARI:            Its not the same 

HELGE:        How? 

KARI :           Jobs are what other people give you – work is for yourself...   

HELGE:        Whatever you call it it’s a living. 

KARI:            Is it?  

HELGE:        I’ll be late ... I’ve got to go to ...We can’t live on what he ...fishes... or what’s in the 

garden – 

KARI:            It’s was an awful spring and everything’s late .. nothing’s growing 

HELGE:        Seriously I wonder why I am even in this house?   

KARI:           I love you more than anything in the world... 

HELGE:       If you see my phone, could you not put it anywhere. Thanks. 

HELGE exits. KARI sits.    The noise outside stops. KARI gets up goes to the back door opens it. 

Stands listening to the sound of a seagull and other birds..... 

PAPA re-enters carrying a dead cockerel. 

KARI:           What happened? A fox? Wild cat? 
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PAPA:           There’d be nothing but feathers. 

KARI:           Is he dead? 

PAPA:           He’s not asleep.  

KARI:           Poor Hades. Maybe he was sick. I didn’t notice anything.  

PAPA:           Sick of not being listened to. 

KARI:           Poor Hades. 

PAPA:           We’ll get another. 

KARI:           Not like him - look at him.  

PAPA:           He’ll do for the pot  

KARI:           We can’t – its Hades.  

PAPA:           He’s not diseased. It’s perfectly safe. 

KARI:           I raised him. 

PAPA:           Just old age.  

KARI:           We’re not eating him Ok?  

PAPA:           All right I’ll bury him.  

HELGE enters ...  

HELGE:       Bloody thing won’t start. What happened?  

PAPA:           He didn’t wake up. 

HELGE:       Shit. I think it’s a flat battery. Do you know where the jump leads are? 

PAPA:          Too late for that. 

HELGE:       What?  

PAPA:           I’ll get them ...though it could be dead.  

KARI:           Poor Hades 
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PAPA:           There’s the other one. 

KARI:           Vulcan? 

PAPA:           Who? 

KARI:           The scrawny one – with the limp. 

PAPA:            The one who never crows but attacks you every time you go anywhere near him. 

KARI:            I called him that in the hope he had hidden depths ...Maybe now he’ll find his 

voice ... 

PAPA:            I don’t know why we have to name our chickens after fairy tale gods – what’s wrong 

with our own?  

HELGE:        Jumpleads, Papa.  

The quarry noise starts up again...  

PAPA:            I’m going.  

HELGE:        I’ll go. 

PAPA:            You won’t know where to look... 

KARI:            They’re Greek not fairy tale. 

PAPA:            I don’t know what they mean – they could mean anything.  

PAPA exits ... 

HELGE:        Does anyone know what the Norse names mean?  I mean who cares? They’re just 

names.  

KARI:            We’re all called after a god or a titan or a hero or a cosmic force. 

HELGE:        So?  

KARI:           Tor the postman pootling from house to house delivering catalogues– do you think 

knows he’s the God of thunder?  And Vida, the head of health and safety at the 

quarry– Vida was the hero that saves us from Ragnarok, the great calamity, not the 
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fucker who makes sure it happens in a way that doesn’t endanger the work force or 

jeopardise profits. We don’t have the power to name much in this world other than 

storms or stars or children – who mostly don’t even care what they’re names mean -  

so its nice to be able to call a chicken by a name that makes it special .... makes us 

special actually – being able to name things... 

HELGE:       And Helge? ..what’s that mean? 

KARI:           It means - 

HELGE:        It’s Ok, I actually know, we did it at school, Helge means holy – he was a hero – he 

slew the giants Hati and Hrothmar,  hatred and the angry ocean.  

KARI:           Yes he did. 

HELGE:        But was killed on the rock of greed.   

KARI:            He gets a second chance – a Valkyrie comes. 

HELGE:        Nobody gets a second chance.  

KARI:            He gets re-incarnated, comes back.  

HELGE:        Exactly – total bollocks – you only get one life. And while we’re at it what does Kari 

mean? 

KARI:            Nothing. 

HELGE:        Nothing? How can it mean nothing? 

KARI:            It doesn’t mean anything. It’s just a name.  

A phone rings. HELGE looks around ... not sure where it’s coming from. KARI notices it’s coming 

from the pocket in the coat she’s wearing ... PAPA enters  ..... 

HELGE:        There it is! Why are you wearing my coat? 

HELGE grabs the phone ...  

HELGE:        Hello?  

KARI:            I borrowed it to feed the chickens... this is your dad’s old one ... you don’t usually... 
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HELGE:        Hello? 

PAPA:            He hunts?   

KARI:            Sorry I didn’t realise. 

PAPA:            He never hunts.  

HELGE:       Shit. Reception’s gone.. What about the jump-leads Papa? 

PAPA:           There’s one other place... 

Sound of a text message on HELGE’S  phone.  

PAPA exits. 

KARI:            Who’s that? 

HELGE:        No-one... Look. – I’m looking for somewhere else to live.  

KARI:            Somewhere else? 

HELGE:        I’ve already started.  

KARI:            I know this is difficult but it’s not the time to run away. 

HELGE:        It’s not running away. It’s the only way forward. I can’t do this.  

KARI:           This place, we can’t just abandon it ... we can’t let them just have everything just 

because they’re big and powerful and ... what? 

HELGE:        Them.  

KARI:            You know what I mean. We are the last ones. We can’t just sell out.  

HELGE:        I don’t know how you can say that after... 

KARI:            What do you mean?  

HELGE:        Nothing. 

KARI:            What do you mean? After what? 

HELGE:        This place is a tip 
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HELGE makes to go out. He opens the door and it is quiet outside. He hesitates at the 

threshold.The following speech is delivered while tidying the papers and research 

stuff…  

KARI:            I wanted to cross the fjord – I thought I could swim it. When you are small distance 

means nothing... the sea is flat, continuous – the other side looks closer than it is. So 

I dived in and started swimming... I wanted to prove I could do it, not for anyone 

else, for myself. Just to get to the other side. 

                        I thought I was a good swimmer I was 8 – my mother used to just let us do whatever 

we wanted ... she always slept in the afternoons for an hour or so – its how she kept 

her self together - so I went down to the shore looked across the fjord and thought to 

myself – I shall swim across and back before she wakes up. 

                        A long way out I saw a fin sticking out of the water – and I thought it was a shark 

like the one’s I had seen in books, I was petrified – my limbs felt suddenly heavy – I 

started to sink – I swallowed a mouthful of water, pulled myself to the surface ... and 

it had disappeared under. I started swimming for my life - back to shore as fast as I 

could. 

                        I ran up to her room and told her I had seen a shark. She told me not to be so silly – 

didn’t even ask how I’d got so wet. 

                        She said it was a dolphin because there are no sharks in the fjord.  Then I realised the 

dolphin had saved me. If I had got any further into the middle of the fjord, the current 

would have taken me away – I would never have made it back. 

HELGE:        Christ I am so late. 

PAPA enters carrying a battery and jump leads. 

HELGE:         Where’s that from? 

PAPA:             The boat where else? 

HELGE:         Does it work? It’s ancient. Looks like its been buried... 

PAPA:             Of course it works.. 
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HELGE and PAPA exit. 

KARI:            Helge... 

The machine noises start up again. Black out.  
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SCENE 3: the quay – a pile of clothes – a towel – a travel bag.  TORI climbs out of the water – 

drys her self, gets dressed. Exits.  
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SCENE 4; Boat house inside, same day, evening.   

KARI enters tries to close the door behind her but it won’t shut 

KARI:           Papa? – Now the door won’t close. Papa?  

PAPA is cutting up the cockerel ... a pot on the stove ... vegetables...  

PAPA:           Stock. 

KARI:           You said you’d bury him. 

PAPA:           It’s a waste. We can bury his bones if you like.  

KARI:           I won’t eat him. 

PAPA:           Suit yourself... 

PAPA  puts the chicken pieces in the pot ...  

KARI:           When it collapses into the sea ...They will just say its old – all the other houses are 

fine... I asked Bergit how she was with all this ... and all she could say was ‘well its 

jobs” – the same old mantra.  

PAPA:           Their place isn’t right on the shore. 

KARI:           We didn’t expect 100 megaton detonations on a regular basis.. Why didn’t we do 

something, fix it ? 

PAPA:           Fix it? 

KARI:           The foundation. 

PAPA:           There’s nothing wrong with this foundation ...  

KARI:            More interested in that boat ...  

PAPA:            It was my father’s – I rowed it all the way out to the sea … with your mother .. she 

wanted me to row her to America. 
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KARI:            It’s lovely Papa but we can’t live in it. The house is falling down. Next week they are 

going to be detonating the largest explosion in Europe ever – and we’ve been warned 

– this place could collapse - how can you say there’s nothing wrong? 

PAPA:           I said I’ll row you there if you row back.   

HELGE enters  

HELGE:       We can move into a cabin – I may have got us a cabin – 

KARI:           You’re joking, right? 

HELGE:        Just temporary but it will do –its pretty nice, according to the posting– and the doors 

will actually close – and you won’t hear the quarry because its triple glazed.. so 

you’ll get some sleep. 

KARI:            I don’t want to get some sleep – I want it to stop. And I am not moving into one of 

those things. What will Papa do? 

PAPA:            Its too far from the water...  

HELGE:       What do you mean those things? It’s a house... look there … you can see it from here 

on the other side about half way up the mountain 

PAPA:           That box? 

HELGE:       What? 

PAPA:           It looks like a box. 

HELGE:       It’s designed by some famous guy-  Icelandic.  

KARI:           Have you seen it inside? 

HELGE:       No. I‘ve only just met... 

PAPA:           Hades was Icelandic – handsome birds those.  Good layers. Terrible sitters.  

KARI:            Everyone knows Icelanders are not real people – they are just a very complicated 

psychologically damaged species of lichen... who design houses that look like 

coffins.   
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PAPA:            A coffin with a window. 

HELGE:       That’s racist –  

KARI:            It’s a joke. 

HELGE:        It’s a racist joke  

KARI:            Not it’s not – they’re just us but even more so 

HELGE:        What does that mean? 

KARI:            The air’s thinner up there, the line between the real and imaginary less clear. 

PAPA:            A lobster crate with a window ... 

HELGE:        It's designed to have as little environmental impact as possible. 

KARI:            So it’s all going to be alright after all. I can go to sleep now. Oh wait I can’t ...Papa 

can you please do something about that door? 

PAPA:            The box someone delivered the house in with a window... 

HELGE:        With an amazing view. 

KARI:            What, are you the salesman now? 

PAPA:            Who needs an amazing view round here? Everywhere you look -   

KARI:            Tourists,  the cabin people  - it’s something they must have, a view.  

PAPA:            Go for a walk in any direction and you get it for free... 

KARI:            There’s a couple from Oslo who come to the one at the top of the road the one with 

the all glass front like a broken mirror--  he’s actually blind... 

HELGE:        So he shouldn’t be allowed to have a cabin on the fjord? 

KARI:            That’s not what I’m saying. 

PAPA:            The view’s wasted on him. Clearly.  

KARI:             It’s wasted on everyone ...  a blind man can see that. 
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HELGE:         At least its not falling down... You can’t stay here. 

KARI:             You?  

HELGE:         Yes – you . you can’t.  

KARI:             Not we? 

HELGE:         You, we what does it matter?  

PAPA:            There’s nothing wrong with the foundation.... 

KARI:             A cabin’s not a place to live – its not for living in – its for playing.  

PAPA:            There’s nothing wrong with it. 

HELGE’s phone pings indicating a message ... HELGE reads it ...  

HELGE:        I’ve got to go.. 

KARI:            Where are you going?  

HELGE:        To look at it.  

KARI:            But wait ... we haven’t talked about this. 

HELGE:        Actually we have – too much – and you’re not interested in my point of view any 

way so... 

KARI:            Who was that? 

HELGE:        Tori – she has the new cabin. The English girl. 

KARI:            Tori’s not English.  

HELGE:        She is.  

KARI:            No. The name.  

HELGE:        Speaks perfect Norwegian too.  

KARI:            She can’t be English. They never bother... 
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HELGE:        Her dad had very happy memories of his time here. He was salmon fisherman - 

caught the biggest ever in the Suldal river, apparently. He’s got a photo in the 

museum.  

KARI:            What does she look like? 

HELGE:        No idea – we’ve only texted. Anyway I’ve got to go..  

KARI:            , 

HELGE leaves. KARI freezes for a moment then goes to sit down facing the window her back to the 

audience. 

PAPA moves the kitchen table to one side and lifts the rug to reveal a trap door 

KARI:            Papa. Where are you going? 

Grandpa lifts the trapdoor ... the sound of lapping sea...rippled reflections on the ceiling. He looks 

down.The front door swings slowly open and the noise out side gets louder  

PAPA:            To check. 

KARI:            You said the foundation was..  

 Kari suddenly, urgently gets up to shut the front door. But it won’t close properly. She goes to the 

back door opens it and goes out leaving it open ... the sound of hammering in the 

mine increases. PAPA has gone..Black out  
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SCENE 5:  An indeterminate place – possibly under the boat house -  the gentle lapping of the sea 

on the rocks – a hollowness and depth in the sounds – the shadow of a fair size 

rowing boat- or perhaps the boat itself. If the latter PAPA reaches into the boat and 

pulls out a white glass bottle filled with clear liquid and with no label. The italics in 

the dialogue indicate asides. 

PAPA:             I skipped out of church early – pastor Johann voice like a bone got caught in his 

throat – going on about the miracle of the fishes, resurrection of the dead or some 

such....I borrowed dad’s boat, rowed across the fjord smooth as a mirror that day – 

high spring tide, currents like horses at the headlands, a big eddy at Helgoy making 

the ducks go round in circles. 

                        Torilde and Solveig were in the bay, like often on a Sunday , rowing round and 

round,  laughing....Torilde trying to turn the boat sharp, rocking it to make her sister 

fall in, splashing the oars like mad to get her wet..  

                        She was handsomer than any of the girls on our side and the only one in Suldal with 

red hair –  bad luck for sailors so none of the other fisherman’s boys were after her – 

not for miners though, and I knew Kjell Vatland was courting her – his father had the 

old quarry at Finvik– but I wasn’t going to let him have her... 

                        Last time they headed for the quay when they saw me coming – her mother Gunvar 

calling them in her angry voice–  a god fearing woman – who scared the life out of 

God. Always carrying the cross - brought wormy apples to the wedding – sat there 

eating them, mouth pursed as a cats arse, while everyone else had cake with cherries 

in it.  

                        Lost her husband Kristian – not the sea – a botched job on a hernia – the nurse fed 

him too soon – killed him at 46 – with bread and sherry-pickled herring. Eight 

children and she only 33 when he went to the Lord –.loved her boys, mind,  all six of 

them – even the simple one Oddi - could draw anything with his eyes shut -  loved 

them like they were the old man’s body all divided up but walking around, keeping 

the farm going– But she was hard on Torilde – really hard and mean – maybe 

because she was the most like her dad, in how she was – in spirit -–  a happy girl 
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with  a head on her shoulder’s and a wanderer’s heart. Good fisherwoman too– not 

just a filleter – had the gift of knowing where they are. 

                        And she was all I could think of – though I’d only seen her once close up – that time 

we brought her dad’s coffin over to the graveyard in the black boat -  her green eyes 

–  and her hair like a sunrise – she was beautiful and different - like she was going 

the other way from everything else – I swear I saw a heron fly backwards the day I 

first saw her.  

                        But that day -  first time she spoke to me – there was nothing strange because the 

spell was in my heart by then.. and then what can you do? I’m there in the boat in my 

Sundays – except for the neck tie – lying in the bottom like a dead eel. I let it drift 

toward them. She pretends not to see me but stops rowing anyhow - she and Solveig 

heads together whispering. 

                        Solveig looks dark as a cloud shakes her head, scowls at the sea. 

                        I call out – what are you doing? 

                        She calls back - /what does it look like? 

TORI :           What does it look like?/ 

PAPA:           Nothing - I try to slow my breathing.....ignore the stitch in my ribs 

TORI:           He’s got a stitch - A long way for nothing..  

PAPA:          The boats drift closer , gathered by the current... 

TORI:           Solveig  says “lets go Tori he’s just a boy” 

PAPA:          I rowed all the way over here. 

TORI:           Did you?  

PAPA:           Its not far – I look back toward Hoyvik – a good half- hour’s row, full pelt.  

TORI:           Hard at the mid point not to be drawn out to sea. Why did you do that? 

PAPA:           I don’t know- just wanted.  I look at her and have to look away –  
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TORI:            He turns towards the horizon, he’s avoiding me – I like that – that he is looking out 

there- profile of a man who can get things done. But how serious is he?. Ever been 

out there? 

PAPA :           She’s pointing west between the islands beyond Stavanger a straight line to the other 

side of the ocean... Yes – with my dad 

TORI :            On your own.  Ever been on your own?  

PAPA;            /I turn to her 

TORI:            He turns to me/ –  

PAPA:            Christ her eyes - I will do – when I get my own boat - 

TORI:            That’s where I’m going ...soon as I can  Solveig says mum wants us back ; are you 

fast? 

PAPA:           Fast enough.  

TORI:            Do you want to race? 

PAPA:           Against you?  Christ I’d let her win .... 

TORI:           Anytime. He’s strong – his arms – his back . If it was a long way then maybe. I don’t 

mind losing to him...he came all the way here. 

PAPA/TORI: Solveig says – She’s fast, faster than you. I want to go home...  

TORI:            Shut up Sol.  

PAPA:            No-one moves for a moment... no-one goes anywhere , just the waves knocking our 

boats together ...the tide slowly taking us out .  

TORI:            We’re drifting. 

PAPA:            I have to check an eel trap in the channel.  

TORI:           Which channel?  

PAPA:           She says like that’s not the question. Between the islands. 
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TORI:            Like that’s not the answer. Can I come? 

PAPA:            I say nothing, for a moment, playing like I’m weighing it up 

TORI:            /He’s mine 

PAPA:           She’ll be mine/ Yeah OK . like it doesn’t matter much.. though my heart is kicking the 

stable door.  

TORI:            Solveig says you can’t Mum is waiting – nearly drops the oar 

PAPA:            Its close, just there and back .She stands up. I offer her a hand. 

TORI:            I don’t need that Helge Lunde I can step into a boat all by myself  

PAPA:            She steps into the boat sits down in the prow like she owns it 

TORI:            Come on then are you rowing or will I? America’s over there isn’t it ?  Let’s go. 

PAPA:            You’re mad.  

TORI:            “I’ll wait for you” says Solveig, sounding lost.  

PAPA:             Like she’s somewhere else, already miles away. 

TORI:             Row me to America and I’ll marry you. 

 Fade to Blackout 
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SCENE 6: The boat house –sunset  – not completely dark.  A candle on the table and a side of 

smoked salmon half cut up – lemons , a jam jar with dill stems in it – The trap door is 

open  

On the stove a cooking pot gently steaming 

Flickering on the ceiling from an open trap door – water below.  

TORI –enters.  She looks around, touching things – picks up a china cockerel –puts it down.... goes 

over to the painting of the red haired woman stands in front of it . 

PAPA comes through the back door holding a bottle of clear liquid and doesn’t notice her. He looks 

into the flickering water for a moment then closes the trap door, finds a glass ... puts 

it down a gain and takes a swig straight from the bottle ..  

TORI:           Cheers.  

PAPA turns and gets the fright of his life – he staggers... reaches for the bear gun ...points it shakily 

at the intruder... 

TORI:            Sorry. 

PAPA:            What the...? 

TORI:            Sorry I thought you’d seen me.  

PAPA:            Have we met? 

TORI:            I don’t think so. I’m a neighbour - from over there – the other side.  

PAPA:            I thought you were someone else... I ... 

TORI:            Someone you wanted to shoot  

PAPA:            No -  

TORI:            I couldn’t see a doorbell. 

PAPA:           There isn’t one –  

TORI:            It was open. 
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PAPA:            It doesn’t close any more. 

TORI:            Right. 

PAPA:            Everyone’s out.  

TORI:            Smells nice 

PAPA:            What? 

TORI:            What are you cooking? 

PAPA:            Hades. He died today. Died of being ignored. Which house? 

TORI:            Which house? 

PAPA:            Over there which one? 

TORI:            The new one ...with the big windows.  

PAPA:            They all have big windows 

TORI:            The house on top. 

PAPA:           The coffin with the view. 

TORI:            It’s very environmentally friendly. 

PAPA:            Right. 

TORI:            Tori.  

PAPA:            Who?/ 

TORI:            Tori.  

PAPA:            Tori? 

TORI:            Short for Torilde – Thor’s battle –  

PAPA:            Is it? 

TORI:            Tori Thornberry.  

PAPA:            That’s… 
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TORI:            What? 

PAPA:            That’s... 

TORI:            English. 

PAPA:            Bjorn. Tori’s not English. 

TORI:            No. 

PAPA:            Norwegian. 

TORI:            My dad said it reminded him of the happiest time of his life – here actually when he 

was young… 

PAPA:            Here in Norway or here, here? 

TORI:            Here in Sandsfjord. What is it? In the bottle.  

PAPA:            What do you want? 

TORI:            Am I intruding? 

PAPA:            Yes . 

TORI:             I’ll go.  

PAPA:            Why did you come?  

TORI:            I was swimming and your quay was the only place to get out of the water – Actually  

PAPA stands staring at TORI not sure what to do –   

PAPA:           What do you think it is ? 

TORI:           What? 

PAPA:           In the bottle. 

TORI:           Could be anything – clear – gin vodka, water...  

PAPA:           Akevitt - The spirit of Norway. 

TORI:            It’s got no label. 
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PAPA:            What? 

TORI:            The bottle. 

PAPA:            I made it -  

TORI:           ... 

PAPA:            It’s the only one left. 

TORI:            Not to be wasted then. 

Papa pours  a glass – then pours one for TORI .They drink  

PAPA:            Skol! 

TORI:            Cheers! 

PAPA coughs ...TORI downs it with ease.... 

PAPA:            Can you tell what’s in it? 

TORI:            No. No idea. 

PAPA:            Guess. 

TORI:            I can’t ... it’s just strong... earthy – delicious. 

PAPA:            Can you taste the dill?..the caraway?  Jesus and the 12 disciples - dill,  kvannrot, 

karve, kamille, kalmusrot, løvetann, mjørdurt, isop, røsslyng, engsyre, Johannes urt, 

malurt, borremynte, rylik.   

TORI:            Like a garden in a glass. 

PAPA:            You speak like a native.. 

TORI:            My dad wanted me to be able to come here and not be just a tourist. 

PAPA:            The Herbs. They’re all from here, from the field ... here right here, grown in 

Norwegian soil under the Norwegian sun... such as it is...Still its not like my...Same 
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recipe but I don’t have the touch -   She made Akevit that turned he world inside 

out... 

TORI:            She sounds like my kind of person. 

PAPA:            Are you here for long? 

PAPA pours another two shots ... 

TORI:            I don’t know ... I’ve only just arrived ... 

PAPA:            Most of the cabin owners – you don’t see them – might as well be ghosts – holiday 

homes – beginning of the end. 

TORI:            I’m not on holiday.  

PAPA:            Never seen the point of them – so what are you ...? 

TORI:            Between things. 

PAPA:            Where is he now? Your father  is he here, in Norway? 

TORI:             No he never lived here. 

PAPA:            A Tourist. 

TORI:            Work. – there’s a bridge near here – he designed it – civil engineer- bridges were his 

thing. And fishing of course. – wrote a book about that...   I’ve got this photo of him 

holding up this massive salmon – tall as me. Do you want to see it? 

PAPA:            No. Thank you.  I’d have to find my glasses, but I know the one – it’s famous. 

Thornberry  - I thought I recognised the name.... 

...PAPA pours another... 

TORI:            Spirit of Norway 

PAPA:            Its the real thing ...  

TORI:            You should market this ...(holding up the bottle) 

PAPA:            Why would I want to do that? 
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TORI:            ... that’s what they’re looking for... 

PAPA:            Who? 

TORI:            People, the consumer– everyone That’s what everyone wants – the real thing – it 

makes them feel special ...as if it’s the only one – handmade for them - 

PAPA:            This is the only one. 

TORI:            Right.   

PAPA:            I’m not a .. what did you call it? 

TORI:            A consumer. 

PAPA:            A consumer. 

TORI:            We all are.  

PAPA:            I’m not. 

TORI:            Me neither. 

She takes a swig of Akevit – PAPA pours two more. TORI downs it in one.  

PAPA goes to the salmon slices a piece off and offers it to TORI. 

PAPA:            Look at the colour of that ... this is not your farmed rubbish. This isn’t fed chemicals 

to make the colour. You know they even have a chart so the farmer can choose what 

pink he wants?  

TORI:            I’m sorry I don’t eat it. 

PAPA:            What? 

TORI:            Fish 

PAPA:            It’s salmon 

TORI:            I don’t eat it.  

PAPA:            What? 

TORI:            I don’t eat any living creatures 
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PAPA:            But its not .../ its  

TORI:            A child of Njortr. 

PAPA:            Wild/  

TORI:            It’s what my dad called it. 

PAPA:           “If you are going to take a life Sven Michelsen then at least take a life that has been 

lived” that’s what I said to his face when that bastard started the salmon farm. The 

beginning of the end – if you stand on Ernenyuten, that’s the mountain over there on 

the other side of the fjord, the one with the view - all you’d ever want to see in one 

turn of your head- well from there - you can see the slurry from it flowing with the 

tide – a shit stain on the sea. The king of fish made to swim in circles all its life, to 

swim in its own shit in circles - and then people actually eat it because they’re told its 

healthy; but is not - its evil that’s what it is.. 

TORI:           “They used to make journeys thousands of miles.. they travelled the world and came 

home bigger, more powerful, changed by experience.. etc etc etc ...”  

PAPA:            That’s very beautiful. 

TORI:            My dad’s book ...  

PAPA feels a chill.. 

PAPA:           Are you cold? There’s a bit of wind coming from the east.  

PAPA goes to close the back door..          

PAPA:            There’s someone out in a boat...  Best time to catch.  

TORI:            Do they ever escape? 

PAPA:            Who? 

TORI:            The salmon in the farms, swimming in circles  

PAPA:            Storms sometimes damage the nets but they’re fat and stupid and don’t know where 

they are, or who they are which for them is the same thing – They don’t know where 

the river is or the sea – they can’t tell the difference  -  they mate with the wild ones 
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and then their children start to forget where they’ve come from – don’t know who 

they are... and so on.   

TORI:            If they don’t know where they are, how do they end up mating with the wild ones? – 

don’t they have to get up the river? 

PAPA:            Every river has its own fish.. the one’s born in the mountain return to it, the same 

pool. The exact same place.  However far they’ve gone in the world they come back 

– But then the wrong one’s get in there and mix everything up. soon there won’t be 

enough who know how to get home or even where it is.... Helge says the gene pool is 

/getting smaller...  

TORI:            Have you travelled much? 

PAPA:            No. My wife  wanted to. We were young. I promised I’d row her to America. We got 

as far as Jelsa. Her mother was furious.  Beat me like a dog...  Where did you say you 

were from again? 

TORI:            The other side of the fjord 

PAPA:            No, I mean where in the world. 

TORI:            We moved around a lot for Dad’s work.  Nowhere really – Always wondering when it 

will stop.... 

PAPA:            Everyone belongs somewhere ...  

TORI:            This gene pool – I mean its an actual place too isn’t it the place they all go to 

mate? ...  it’s an actual pool after all and its connected to a stream, and the stream 

flows down and becomes a river, right? And the river goes to the sea... I’m not an 

expert or anything but that’s pretty much how it goes , all down to the sea, right? So 

how can anything stay pure?. Once its in the sea… 

TORI reaches for a piece of the salmon puts it in her mouth.  

PAPA:            I thought... 

TORI grabs the bottle of Akevit and pours two more glasses.... 
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TORI:            Tonight I’m not. Tonight we are not consumers and I am not a vegan - tonight we are 

not anything that can be named or understood – that’s what this stuff is for , right?– 

to set fire to all that –  

TORI goes over to the portrait 

TORI:           She’s beautiful.  

PAPA:           She is. 

TORI:           Who did it ?  

PAPA:           Oddi,  

TORI:           What a great name.  

PAPA:           Her brother. 

A beat 

TORI:            She’s got red hair.  

PAPA:            Yes. 

TORI:            This is dyed. 

PAPA:            Really? 

TORI:            Sunset.  

PAPA:            Sunset? 

TORI:            It’s a colour. Not lucky for sailors – 

PAPA:            I didn’t care. 

TORI:            I can see why... 

PAPA:            Why what? 

TORI:            I don’t know ...  She has the look of someone who was only half in the world ...if you 

know what I mean. 

PAPA:           / She walked into the sea and never came out. 
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TORI:            Like she could walk into the sea and never come out./ 

PAPA:             I think it’s time ... To go ... it’s late ... I’m tired. I think you should go –   Kari will be 

back soon. 

TORI:            Kari? 

PAPA:            My Daughter. 

TORI:            My middle name. Tori Kari. Sounds Japanese. Doesn’t it?..like some kind of martial 

art. 

PAPA:            It’s a common name. 

TORI:            Not where I come from.  Does it mean anything? 

PAPA:            No. I don’t think so... its one of those names.  

TORI:            Tori’s short for ... 

PAPA:            Torilde – yes I know.. Now if you wouldn’t mind… 

TORI:            Always had a bit of a temper – lucky I didn’t have a hammer my dad used to say... 

PAPA:            Please… 

TORI:            Yeah..  It’s late... 

PAPA:            I think you should leave now. 

TORI:            Tell me about him. 

PAPA:            About who? 

TORI:            The fisherman, the architect...  

PAPA:            He’s your father – you should know.  

TORI:            I don’t know everything./ 

PAPA:            I don’t understand.... 

TORI:            Know nothing – assume nothing – that’s how you find out – how you learn.  He told 

me that. 
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TORI pours another drink for them both. Offers PAPA some salmon. He refuses – downs the Akevit 

in one.  TORI picks up the bear gun. 

PAPA:            Give me that ...  

TORI:            Why? 

PAPA:            It’s dangerous. 

TORI:            Is it loaded ? 

PAPA:            No – actually I’m not sure. 

TORI:            It’s heavy. 

PAPA:            It’s a bear gun. 

TORI:            Are there bears? 

PAPA:            Not since the war. 

TORI:            That’s a long time ago. 

PAPA:            Yes. 

TORI:            So why have you still got it? 

TORI hands the gun to PAPA  

PAPA:            He’d been courting Kari for weeks. She worked at the Grand hotel in those days – a 

chamber maid.  He took her for a ride in his car – some old BMW - big black shiny 

thing – 

TORI:            He liked the old one’s because of that nose – like a shark he said. 

PAPA:            Took her up the river – they went fishing... and he catches this salmon, the size of a 

child, first cast too. 

TORI:            And then? 

PAPA:            No-one knows if he forced her or if she was willing – but I think we can all guess...  

TORI:            Guess what? 
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PAPA:            That he ... 

TORI:            Is that what she said ? 

PAPA:            She never said anything.  

TORI:            Why would she?  

PAPA:            Just a chambermaid with this big Englishman, with all his money, his influence. She 

has seen it all around her– how he is treated at the hotel, the mayor meeting him 

when he arrives, the local politicians bending over backwards to get him to come to 

dinner, visit their cabins, go hunting...  The architect of the bridge – master of the 

future– the shiny foreigner saving us from ourselves, from our smallness – and now 

the angler who catches the biggest ...  

TORI:            Did everyone hate him? 

PAPA:            He made her betray Torbjorn.  Helge’s father – a good man - the one who had been 

courting her for months - She followed the Englishman to America – and what did he 

do? Got bored with her – sent her packing. She came back a year later - something 

broken about her.  Torbjorn took her back, no questions asked, because he was good 

man.  

TORI:            Is that it? 

PAPA:            What do you mean? 

TORI:            There’s a gap in every story – and in that gap there is another waiting to be told. 

Thanks for the drink and the salmon – I really enjoyed it.   

PAPA:            Where are you going? 

TORI:            Home. 

PAPA:            Home?  

TORI:            Wherever that is. She knew  

PAPA:            What? 

TORI:            How difficult it is to belong –  
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PAPA:            What do you mean? 

TORI:            When you just don’t ... 

TORI exits through the door to the quay...  

PAPA:           (following her out)Wait! That’s not the way out ... that’s ... Hello!      Hello!Tori! Tori! 

 PAPA, re-enters sits exhausted. Pours another glass of Akevit, grimaces as if it tastes disgusting, 

looks  at the portrait, gets up and tries to close the front door.  

TORI appears at the quayside door as TORILDE her grandmother, with the same clothes as the 

portrait. 

PAPA:      Torilde? 

TORI:      Bjorn. 

PAPA:      Torilde…is that you? 

TORI:       You promised me that you would take me to America. 

PAPA:       But it was impossible ... it was just -  

TORI:       We were in the boat.  

PAPA:      The middle of the fjord –  

TORI:       Where the current is strongest. 

PAPA:       We say things. 

TORI:      I know  – of course I know that.. 

PAPA:      We were just children. 

TORI:      I never expected.  

PAPA:      What? 

TORI:       I never expected you to actually take me – I just loved it that you wanted to –  

PAPA:       I did want to.  
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TORI:       I loved your profile more than your face – is that a strange thing to say? 

PAPA:       I don’t know.  

TORI:            I loved it when you looked away as if you were looking for something greater in the 

distance. You were someone to follow… 

PAPA:      You’ve lost me. 

TORI:       But then something else closer takes the attention – and the horizon becomes just a line. 

PAPA:       I built this house. 

TORI:       Then you didn’t. 

PAPA:       I built it with my own hands. 

TORI:      You didn’t want to travel anymore – go anywhere. 

PAPA:      You can’t live on dreams. 

TORI:      We die without them. 

PAPA:      You had everything. 

TORI:      I didn’t want everything.  

PAPA:      All you could need. 

TORI:      We don’t know what we need until we need it... 

PAPA:      You had Kari ... 

TORI:       Kari yes. We had Kari. 

PAPA:       We had Kari. 

TORI:       We don’t own them you know. 

PAPA:       I know, of course not. 

TORI:       I thought it would all be OK –with Kari.  The house had a reason to be a house – a 

future. 
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PAPA:           We had a future you just couldn’t see it...  

TORI:            I couldn’t keep my eyes to the ground  – not like you. 

PAPA:            Right in front of you – the whole time. 

TORI:            I lost myself – and for a while it was wonderful. I have seen you lose yourself - in 

that boat - with the house, when you decided to carve a salmon into the lintel of the 

front door. And Kari, she was so beautiful – such a spirit – there was nothing else for 

a while. How could there be? What a wonder it is that a child can seem bigger than 

the world.  But then one day, I am bathing her, and I suddenly feel completely lost, 

like my hands are not my hands, my face not my face.  It is as if I have gone 

somewhere. Somewhere else – and I can’t find myself . I have become invisible. 

Everyday I go looking, though at first I don’t even know that’s what I’m doing -  I go 

looking - through the laundry, among the vegetables in the garden, behind the 

woodpile, in the forest, on the mountain, along the forking pathways of the deer, 

between the pines – the blueberries, the moss, the rocks ... and then in the rare 

moments when you are still enough , not moving about busy with something 

elsewhere – I look into your disbelieving eyes  – and there is nothing – not even a 

reflection. 

PAPA:           You never said.  

TORI:           And then most terrible of all - even in Kari’s embrace, the unmistakeable ring of love 

around my neck   – among her tears – in the midst of her laughter -  I feel only the 

proof of my absence  - an emptiness still to be faced, more unbearable than anything.  

PAPA:            You never said. 

TORI:            I stopped speaking. 

PAPA:            Why? 

TORI:            I was hunting. No use for words. You should know that. 

PAPA:            Hunting? 

TORI:            After a while it becomes clear that everywhere you look it is obvious whether what 

you are looking for is there or not...  
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PAPA:       I don’t understand. 

TORI:       Except the sea...in the sea there is always the possibility ...  

PAPA:       Don’t talk about that please. 

TORI:            That it might be there  just beneath , behind that ever shifting mirror, beyond the 

jostle and distraction of the waves... just there look ! Look! In the deep green - an 

even deeper one, a shadow - there she is ..There she is! 

PAPA:       I can’t. 

TORI:       There she is! 

PAPA:      Who? 

TORI:      There she is! 

PAPA:      I wish I had been ... 

TORI:      What? 

PAPA:      Someone to follow. 

TORI:      I asked if you wanted to come – you were too busy –  

PAPA:      I should have followed you... 

TORI:      It doesn’t work like that. You can’t be someone else.  

PAPA:      I should have gone with you then – that day. 

TORI:      Longing is everything. 

PAPA:      I wish I had... 

TORI:      There’ll be other times. 

The room comes back into focus ... TORI is gone .... PAPA begins to weep.. 

Black out 
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SCENE 7: TORI’S cabin  

A bright very modern timber lined room with a glass floor to ceiling  panorama window. Mountains 

in the background - late evening, but the sun is still up close to the horizon.  

There is a travel bag is on the floor unopened. There is no sign of anyone actually living in the 

place - everything brand new and untouched. Perhaps some trendy kitchen tech like 

an espresso machine etc. On the kitchen counter, which is a kind of bar affair, there is 

a pizza. 

HELGE is wearing his father’s hunting jacket. TORI enters from another door – HELGE doesn’t 

notice her at first.  

TORI:            By the sea everything is exaggerated. Light or dark the sea’s a mirror. 

HELGE:        Sorry I thought there was no-one here so I just came in.  

TORI:            It wasn’t locked. 

HELGE:        You look… 

TORI:            In fact I think I’ve lost the key – I had it down by the water.. 

HELGE:        This is nice.  

TORI:            Yes. 

HELGE:        Really smart. 

TORI:            It’s very white. It needs some colour. 

HELGE:        Spacious. 

TORI:            Too big for one really. 

HELGE:        You could fit our whole place in this room. 

TORI:            I feel like I’ve seen it before ... a million times: magazine’s, tv - just needs a smiling 

uber couple and a pair of smiling uber children.  

HELGE:        I like it.  

TORI:            But the view...  
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HELGE:        Can’t get away from it round here. 

TORI:            Does your mother mind you coming up here? 

HELGE:        I think it’s a relief. 

TORI:            Looks like a lovely place from here. 

HELGE:        That’s because you can’t see the cracks. 

TORI:            Cracks? 

HELGE:        It’s falling down.  

TORI:            It looks OK. 

HELGE:        It’s old. 

TORI:            Can’t it be fixed? ... it’s very beautiful. 

HELGE:        It’s too small anyway. 

TORI:            But look where it is. Right on the sea. 

HELGE:        I can’t live there any more, fucking madhouse – Look,  I‘m really grateful for this. 

You’re a Godsend. I can’t tell you. So thank you ... I mean, I know it’s only 

temporary. I’ll look for something closer to work. 

TORI:            I can just see the edge of the quarry on the brow of that hill. There’s a machine… 

HELGE:        A digger. 

TORI:            Looks like an insect -  

HELGE:        That’s supposed to be as far as we go.  

TORI:           We? 

HELGE:       That’s where I work. 

TORI:           Yes. You can’t get much closer than where you are...  

HELGE:        I meant the other side. 
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TORI:           The other side? 

HELGE:        Nearer the town. You can’t see it from here. That’s where everyone is... this side it’s 

just us. And you. 

TORI:            Yes.  

HELGE:        But none of the people up here actually live here.  Are you staying long? 

TORI:            I don’t know. What do the people who own that land right next to the quarry, the 

other side of the bay from your place, what do they think?  

HELGE:        That’s ours, well, mine actually – My dad left it to me to build my own place if I 

wanted. It used to be worth a lot but the quarry ... Look, can we talk about something 

else? It’s like I need to get away from this conversation. It’s all we ever talk about at 

home. 

TORI:            It’s all you have. 

HELGE:        Sorry?  

TORI:            This piece of the world. 

HELGE:        There are others. It’s just a bit of land.  

TORI:            On the edge of that abyss –  

HELGE:        You sound like her. 

TORI:            Who? 

HELGE:        Mum. 

TORI:            Do I? 

HELGE:        Like everything’s life and death. 

TORI:            How much have they offered you? 

HELGE:        What? 

TORI:            How much have they offered you? 
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HELGE:        They? 

TORI:            They. 

HELGE:         For what? 

TORI:             For that. That land.  

HELGE:         Nothing. They’ haven’t. 

TORI:             Does she know? 

HELGE:         What? 

TORI:             It’ll break her heart. 

HELGE:         Does she know what? 

TORI:            That you’ve sold it.  

HELGE:         I haven’t.   

TORI:            What do you mean? 

HELGE:        Its not.. 

TORI:            So there’s time. 

HELGE:        She did it first.. 

TORI:            What? 

HELGE:        She started it. Sold the old farm –  the hayfield, the lake, ages ago. That place we live 

in - it’s just Papa’s old boat house done up – if you can call it done up – insisted on 

doing it himself . They wouldn’t have been able to expand if she hadn’t sold the old 

place and I wouldn’t be staring at a bare rock wall out of my bedroom window. It 

would never have got this close.  Funny eh? And she’s so angry about it all – and it’s 

all her fault. They told me when they first made the offer and I wasn’t sure - I was 

hesitating because he, dad, had left it to me you know? But They told me what she’d 

done after dad  drove his digger into the fjord. Drunk. Accident apparently. Fucking 

idiot. The only death ever in that place. We got a bit of compensation but because he 
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was out of it, it wasn’t much, more of a charity thing - more than we were entitled to, 

turns out. We moved there – right on the water – the old boathouse – to be with Papa 

– keep the family close  - moved in and then suddenly we were OK again.  She said 

the money was an inheritance from an uncle who’d moved to America and made a 

fortune selling fancy hand-tools forged by craftsmen with knotted beards – I never 

even questioned it - I got to go to college – best thing ever – Oslo – a proper place – 

people – things happening -  connected to the world ... total fucking eye-opener.   

TORI:            Are you going to go through with it?  

HELGE:        No choice. 

TORI:            Have you signed? 

HELGE:        Not yet. I wanted to think.  

TORI:            So you don’t have to. 

HELGE:        I just wanted to think.  

TORI:            You Ok with Pizza? 

HELGE:        Sure. 

TORI:            Oh and I’ve got a bit of Salmon –  

HELGE:        No, thanks.  

TORI:            It’s not farmed. 

HELGE:        Doesn’t matter to me ...don’t like the taste. (pause)I thought you’d understand. 

TORI:            Understand? Understand what? 

HELGE:        Me. 

TORI:            Why?  

HELGE:        Because you’re not from here. You’ve been in the world ... 

TORI:            What does that mean? 
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 HELGE:       America for god sake. You know how this all works - why that’s here - that hole like 

an inside out mountain -  I mean we can’t all just go back to farming and fishing and 

some kind of perfect life that never existed anyway... 

TORI:            If you put it like that ... like it’s going backwards... 

HELGE:       Well it is. Like Papa. He’s always talking about the fish but he hasn’t actually been on 

the sea for years – I mean not beyond the bay – not out into the currents. Mum says 

not since Grandma died. Walked into the water.  

TORI:           Walked into the water? 

HELGE:       That’s how its always been said – it’s like no-one wants to say what it is ..  

TORI:            I think it’s a good way of saying it.  

HELGE:        Is there a good way of saying it?  I never knew her. I wasn’t even born. Anyhow he’s 

always fixing the boat, he’s been fixing it forever. It was his dad’s so its ancient and 

he’s replaced everything but it’s not gone into the water, not since the search.  He 

borrows Sven’s. She drifted right back to the quay apparently – after all that.  

TORI:            What about the salmon?  

HELGE:        Sven. He has river front on his property so he catches from the river too, or the 

tourists do – pay him a fortune and can’t take the fish home. Sven gives it to Papa for 

a good price.  Worth a lot nowadays a real wooden fishing boat like that. 

TORI:            I want to go out in it. 

HELGE:        What? 

TORI:            I think we should.  

HELGE:         Sure ... why not?  Maybe next weekend? 

TORI:             Now. 

HELGE:         What? 

TORI:             Let’s go now. 
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HELGE:        Wow OK... it’s still light. But it’s late ... 

TORI:            Come on, let’s go. 

HELGE:        He might see us. 

TORI:            So? 

HELGE:        I don’t know it might upset him – I mean it’s his. 

TORI:            Maybe it won’t.  

HELGE:        What do you mean? 

TORI:            Maybe it’s the opposite – maybe it’ll help him, to see the boat on the 

water....floating...being a boat .. not just an antique...What? 

HELGE:         You know ...You’re really ... 

TORI:             What? 

HELGE:         Nothing. 

TORI goes to the front door ... walks out leaving it open. HELGE hesitates then grabs his coat .... 

notices hers grabs it too and exits ... closing the door... 
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SCENE 8 : The quay early morning...PAPA is staring out to sea.  

KARI comes from the house 

KARI:            No fish? 

PAPA:            Somewhere. Not here. 

KARI:            Have you seen Helge? 

PAPA:            Somewhere they can live. 

KARI:            I thought there was only one bottle left – Papa? Are you alright? 

PAPA:            I think there’s something wrong with it  -  

KARI:            Wrong? 

PAPA:            Perhaps I got it wrong ...the recipe ... left it too long ... too much heat. 

KARI:            What do you mean? 

PAPA:            The spirit of Norway.  

KARI:            I thought you were saving it for a special occasion. Its empty – a whole bottle? Isn’t 

this the last one?  

PAPA:            She drank like a fish. 

KARI:            She? 

PAPA:            The visitor. 

KARI:            Visitor? 

PAPA:            Last night. When you were out ....on your walk...I was just going to have a taste, just 

to see, to remind me, ... and then that girl arrived.  

KARI:            Girl? 

PAPA:            Said she was a neighbour. From the coffin with the window. 

KARI:            She came here?  
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PAPA:            Tori. Speaks perfect Norwegian. Except She’s not from here –  

KARI:            What did she want? 

PAPA:            We talked about salmon. She didn’t eat it and then she did. It must have been the 

Akevit.  Damn stuff.   She has red hair. But it isn’t real.        And she knew -  

KARI:            Knew? Knew what? 

PAPA:            She knew Torilde – my Torilde from the picture. She knew what she did because she 

felt trapped. 

KARI:           Everybody feels trapped.  

PAPA:            I wasn’t big enough... not for her. I couldn’t take her to the other side of the sea...I 

was afraid. That’s what she said ... she lost herself ... went looking.... hunting she 

said... 

KARI:            Hunting? 

PAPA:            She couldn’t swim. Like the old fishermen – they never learnt – it would offend the 

sea. 

KARI:            We don’t know. 

PAPA:            Disrespectful, like having insurance ... living in fear.  

KARI:            We don’t know. 

PAPA:            What? 

KARI:            We don’t even know if she did it deliberately. 

PAPA:            She had no reason to go out...  

KARI:            She loved the sea ... just to be on it. There was always a reason to go out... 

PAPA:            She went without me.  

KARI:            Maybe she just wanted to be on her own. 
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PAPA:            She asked me if I wanted to go. I was too busy. I can’t remember with what. Probably 

nothing that couldn’t wait ... Oh that’s right I was making a new oar – that dusty old 

thing there –  

PAPA indicates the oar but doesn’t notice it is gone. 

 PAPA:            Never even seen the water ...  If I had gone. If I had gone. You know the boat just 

drifted back into the bay?... almost right back to the quay as if it had just got loose 

from its mooring... The oar ... where’s the oar? Someone’s taken the oar...  

KARI:           Where are you going? 

PAPA:           I was saving that .... 

PAPA exits. KARI sits at the table. She notices a book on the dresser. She picks it up opens it. She 

cannot see it properly ... she looks for her glasses – finds them behind the china 

cockerel... she sits down and starts to read ...  

KARI:           (reads) “..driven out by the hunter’s spirit, the desire for the unknown they return 

beckoned by a memory so ancient it’s not even their own,” 

PAPA re-enters...  

PAPA:          The Boat... its gone... someone’s stolen the boat... 
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SCENE 9 ;   PAPA’s boat.... dusk ... HELGE and TORI are in the boat  

HELGE:        Are you sure you don’t want a coat it’s cold out here.  

TORI:            No I’m fine. 

HELGE:        Beautiful. 

TORI:            It is. 

HELGE:        No not that. 

TORI:            Thanks but it’s not going to happen, OK? 

HELGE:        What’s not? 

TORI:            You know. 

HELGE:        I wasn’t ... 

TORI:            You were.  

HELGE:        Why? 

TORI:            Why what? 

HELGE:        Why’s it not going to happen? 

TORI:            Because.  

HELGE:        Because what? 

TORI:            It’s impossible. 

HELGE:        You have to admit there’s this thing. 

TORI:            Thing? 

HELGE:        Between us.  

TORI:            No. No. 

HELGE:        As soon as I saw...you know when I gave you the lift? Actually I’d seen you before.  

I saw you swimming down by the quay. I saw you as you came out of the water. 
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TORI:            I thought I was alone. It was so early. It’s the only quay in the bay..  

HELGE:        No, its OK, no-one minds – it’s just really odd to see someone swimming ... it’s so 

cold. 

TORI:            I don’t feel it much, never have.  

HELGE:        I saw you and it was weird – seeing someone swimming – no-one does that around 

here  and its like the whole fjord looks different when there’s someone in it. Bigger 

and smaller at the same time.  I can’t explain it.  Do you know what I mean?   

TORI:            Yes. I do. 

HELGE:        And then when I met you – I knew it was you. I knew it was you I’d seen in the 

water and I felt, I feel this ... 

TORI:            It’s not … 

HELGE:        But it is. It’s you ... it’s like we have this connection. 

TORI:            It’s not with me. 

HELGE:        I don’t understand. 

TORI:            I mean the person you think I am. 

HELGE:        I don’t think anything – I hardly know you ... I just feel ... 

TORI:           You don’t know me at all. 

HELGE:        I love that you are such a total mystery. I love it! You know what? I don’t want to 

know anything ... I don’t,  because what’s really shit about being here in this place 

isn’t living with an eco warrior mother and a grandpa who’s two fish short of a 

miracle ... it isn’t trying to be the environmental officer for a company who, to be 

quite honest, wouldn’t think twice about flattening the whole country if it could get 

away with it and make a profit and it isn’t pretending I don’t know that so that I can 

get up every morning and go to work without feeling so ... 

TORI:            Torn? 
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HELGE:       Yes torn. Exactly. There it is again, the connection... see it? I tell you  I’m this far 

away from becoming a card carrying schizo.  But what makes this place so 

unbearable is that there’s no mystery, no mystery to any of it, do you know what I 

mean?  Talk to anyone round here  - its all worked out, they’ve all got it so lined up, 

even Mum.  I know what she’s going to say before she opens her mouth, and it 

doesn’t matter whether I agree with her or not. It’s like we can’t even get beyond 

these... I don’t know... these people we’ve become just from habit. It’s like someone 

else is speaking our words for us whenever we open our mouths.  And out there in 

the wild - look at that mountain and that sea and that sky, all those colours. It should 

break your heart, don’t you think? That, look! That out there!  How did it happen that 

it became so...I don’t know, so fucking ...? How did that become just a picture? ... I 

don’t even know if its beautiful any more because it’s just there, always just there - 

never changes, like its waiting for something all the time – All it ever does is sit there 

waiting.   Echo.  like a wall, you know? It’s like they’re in the way, the mountains are 

in the fucking way - I mean who wouldn’t want to blow up something that’s in the 

way? Maybe that’s why she walked into the sea... Yes. That’s it. Exactly. That’s it ..to 

get away from the fucking view. Is it beautiful, is that beautiful? I honestly don’t 

know.   

TORI:            (TORI stands up and shouts as loud as she can) Echo! 

(a faint irregular echo comes back – two or three times) 

HELGE:        But you ... you remind me. 

TORI:            Echo! 

HELGE:        I thought this job ... it’s my way out. I know its bollocks – I know – they know – 

everybody knows this quarry is good old fashioned fuck- the locals while pretending 

to be saving their economy, business as usual bullshit, but I thought … I do a good 

job here – the best I can ... which means ...nothing more than keeping everything 

within legal limits and apologising every now and then to some pissed of local 

because we woke them up at four in the morning pigging our way to the centre of the 

earth. But if I do a good job – I might get to get out of here for good.  I can’t travel 
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round the world on wild salmon or home grown veg. I can’t row Papa’s boat out into 

the Atlantic.  

TORI:           We’re in it now. One thing different names... it’s all sea. 

HELGE:       Yeah OK ... but you must know what I’m talking about ... 

TORI:            I think I do. 

HELGE:        See, that’s what I mean?  The connection. There it is again. You know what I’m 

talking about.  Nobody else around here has a /clue…  

TORI:            It can’t happen./  

HELGE:        What? 

TORI:            What you want. 

HELGE:        What do I want? 

TORI:            It can’t happen. 

HELGE:        I don’t know what you mean. 

TORI:            You do. 

HELGE:        Is there someone else? 

TORI:            No.  

HELGE:        Then what’s the problem? 

TORI:            See this? This is dyed.  

HELGE:        So? 

TORI:            It’s not real. 

HELGE:        I don’t understand. 

TORI:            I am not who you think I am.  

HELGE:        What are you trying to say? 
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TORI:            You said I’m not from here. But I am. 

HELGE:        So? What? You were born here? What difference does that make? 

TORI:            No I was born in New York.  

HELGE:        Great – even better. You’ve been somewhere … seen something. 

TORI:            I didn’t go there. I was born there. Mount Sinai. 3am. Thursday March 11th 1991. 

HELGE:       You came all the way here. Wait - so how are you from here? 

TORI:           She went there. 

HELGE:       She? 

TORI:           My mother.  

HELGE:       What do you mean went there? 

TORI:           She went to New York with my dad. 

HELGE:       The fisherman? 

TORI:           He built the bridge –  

HELGE:       Right. 

TORI:           She came back.  

HELGE:       Right. 

TORI:           Because she wanted to... had to ...He told me she died here. 

HELGE:       I’m sorry.  

TORI:           But she didn’t -   

HELGE:       She’s here? 

KARI:           Helge! 

HELGE:       This is just weird. Can we go back to shore now? 

TORI:           Yes she’s here. My mother. She’s here.   
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HELGE:       Where? 

KARI:           Helge! 

HELGE:       What?  

TORI:            I’m going to swim back. 

HELGE:        What? 

TORI:            I’m going to swim back. 

HELGE:        Wait. What are you talking about? What are you talking about?  

HELGE tries to row but drops an oar. He reaches into the water and while he searches with his 

hands TORI takes off her coat, and the rest of her clothes. She climbs over the edge 

of the boat and slips into the water. 

HELGE:       Tori! Tori! 
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SCENE 10:  The Boathouse – KARI  is preparing strawberries. HELGE enters from the quayside 

door ...  

HELGE:        Who the hell is she? 

KARI:            What do you mean? 

HELGE:        Come off it. Who the hell is she and what’s she doing here? She says you’re... 

we’re... 

KARI:            What? 

HELGE:        Related. 

KARI:            Related? 

HELGE:        You never said. The English guy in the museum with the fucking fish. 

KARI:            I ... 

HELGE:        You never said. Why?- Don’t just fucking sit there -  why? 

KARI:            Why would I?  

HELGE:        Did dad know? 

KARI:            What? 

HELGE:        Is that why he? 

KARI:            That was an accident.  

HELGE:        Was it?   

KARI:            Yes. Yes. Of course. I don’t know – I never told him. 

HELGE:        Would you have ever said – if she ...? 

KARI:            No. I never said and never would say. He never asked. It was better – to let it go. It 

was a different life. 

HELGE:        A different life? What’s that supposed to mean? – it’s here and now – how the fuck is 

that a different life? 
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KARI:            I’m sorry. 

HELGE:        Shit! 

KARI:            It was so long ago – people make mistakes – we weren’t even married then, it would 

have been impossible …   

HELGE:        This fucking place  – everything’s so fucking tangled up – I thought – shit! I thought 

there was a way – she – shit! How can you just fucking sit there – after all this? 

KARI:            There’s nowhere to go. That night when your father ...when he was about to go on 

shift ... we talked about all this... the only time ... Sometimes it’s best not to say 

anything .   

HELGE leaves – slamming the door which closes – for the first time. KARI sits. Head in hands.  

The light changes – to night time ...  

HELGE  re-appears at the back door dressed in safety overalls – like a digger driver might wear ...  

as his father TORBJORN –he is drunk. 

HELGE:        You ran away – I took you back – no questions – but everybody knows – whispering 

behind their hands – and the worst of it the pity – for fuck sake – the fucking pity – 

as if I haven’t got enough of that for myself -  and you ask me why I ...? 

KARI:            The way you stood there – expecting me somehow to be part of your world  – your 

little world. 

HELGE:        Little?  

KARI:            The circle – the back and forth – from Hoyvik to Sauda – the hotel – it was the 

Grand Hotel, you know? People from all over the world -  

HELGE:        That’s two hours each way –  

KARI:            You don’t get it  

HELGE:        Get what? 

KARI:           Its not about that ... it’s not about the time...  
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HELGE:       You needed me to ferry you back and forth ....  

KARI:           I could sail myself. 

HELGE:       But it was us. 

KARI:           Yes it was us. 

HELGE:       I did it for us.  

KARI:           Yes that’s just it. 

HELGE:       I’m sorry? 

KARI:           That journey across the fjord - we had never made any other – not since that first time 

we talked - at the edge of the current that takes you all the way out to where sky and 

sea seem to meet -  but we never went there, never ventured beyond the headlands… 

HELGE:       We could have, any time. 

KARI:           Could we? 

HELGE:       I would have taken you. 

KARI:           Why didn’t you? 

HELGE:       If you had asked... 

KARI:           I had to ask? 

HELGE:       I didn’t know that’s what you wanted. 

KARI:           No. 

HELGE:       I didn’t know. 

KARI:           And then the bridge came. 

HELGE:       Harry.  

KARI:           He knew. 

HELGE:       He knew what? 
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KARI:           He knew what he wanted. 

HELGE:       Oh God. 

KARI:           He wanted me.  

HELGE:       I wanted you. 

KARI:           Did you? 

HELGE:       I needed you. 

KARI:           That’s different. 

HELGE:       I loved you... 

KARI:           Its not the same...  

HELGE:       How? 

KARI:           You don’t know me – you can’t love me and not know me? 

HELGE:       I want to know you. 

KARI:           I don’t think you do. 

HELGE:       I do – honestly. 

KARI:           I think you want to know me as long as... 

HELGE:       What? 

KARI:           Like now. 

HELGE:       Now? 

KARI:           Until it gets difficult. 

HELGE:        Difficult/I can handle. 

KARI:            I mean between us. /Not things happening..  like getting caught in a storm .. but 

we’ve had this conversation before. I remember. 

HELGE:        I don’t  
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KARI:            No. 

HELGE:        When? 

KARI:            On the boat coming back from Sauda after I had spent the night with Harry – you 

thought I looked terrible, sick , you said – but I was just different  - I said I know 

what’s going to happen and you said  

 HELGE  is now sober and  no longer in the overalls but perhaps in simple non- technical sailing 

gear- wool -  They go into the conversation as it was.. 

HELGE:       What are you talking about ? 

KARI:           I know what’s going to happen. 

HELGE:       How do you know? 

KARI:           I just know.  

HELGE:       Just know. 

KARI:           I see it in your face – your hands – the way you walk.   

HELGE:       What? 

KARI:           Its like a map, a destiny, a world … and there’s something missing ... 

HELGE:        Missing? 

KARI:            No horizon. Or it’s there but it's just a line where the sun comes and goes.. 

HELGE:        I don’t... 

KARI:           There’s a gap.  

HELGE:       I’m not perfect /no-one is. 

KARI:           No not that, not you./ a door. 

HELGE:       What’s missing?  

KARI:           I have to walk through it while it’s there.  

HELGE:       What’s missing ? 
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KARI:           If I knew… 

HELGE:       Let me find it ... bring it to you ... 

KARI:           It isn’t anything... 

HELGE:       What is it? 

KARI:           It isn’t anything.  

HELGE:       I want to do something... 

HELGE begins to fade during this dialogue 

KARI:           You can’t. 

HELGE:       I have to.  

KARI:           You don’t.  

HELGE:        I do. 

KARI:           There’s nothing you can do... 

HELGE:       There must be something... 

Lights change back to the normal boathouse lighting before HELGE appeared as TORBJORN 

KARI:           But there wasn’t.  

Black out         
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SCENE 11;   The boat house – morning  – very little stuff left ... the portrait is on the floor a cloth 

over it ... 

TORI:           I’m sorry to turn up like this.  

KARI:           You’ve been swimming 

TORI:           Yes, I love it... 

KARI:            It’s cold. 

TORI:            It’s never bothered me. 

KARI:            They are blasting today - apparently the house might fall down...excuse the mess – 

getting ready to leave. Everything in boxes –just in case. 

TORI:            I’m Tori.  

KARI:            Yes.Helge is at the quarry.  It’s hard for him. Being here. Papa thought he’d seen a 

ghost. The boat’s the only safe place left, he says. It’s the big day – you know it will 

be the biggest ever? It’s going to be on TV and everything…450,000 tonnes of rock 

in one go …Would you like some tea? 

TORI:            No. no thanks.    

KARI:            No. Me neither. I have to be at a safe distance by midday.  

TORI:            That’s not long, it’s eleven thirty. 

KARI:            He mentioned you –  Helge. 

TORI:            Did he? 

KARI:            He knows who you are. 

TORI:            Yes..  

KARI:            I don’t. I mean, I don’t feel ... it seems more than I can say to say I know who you 

are... 

TORI:            I looked for you everywhere - 
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KARI:           Really? 

TORI:             In all the places the dead might be.  

KARI:            Am I supposed to be dead? Who said?  Oh, I see. Harry. (pause) You’re right - It’s 

late. 

TORI:            I meant to come earlier – I got lost – missed the turning for the bridge. Took ages 

coming back. There’s nowhere to turn round – rock on one side sea on the other. 

KARI:            Midday. Ground zero. The mountain reduced to nothing- something into nothing. 

Children will be there driving diggers, practising the art of environmental 

annihilation to the sound of a brass band while their parents eat lip and arsehole 

sausages and marvel at the power and the glory of it all. Is that what we do?   

TORI:             Not always.  

KARI:            1500 kilograms to blast 450,000 tonnes … about 12,000 of that will end up in thee 

fjord… the plankton will try to eat it , mistaking it for protozoa , and then the fish 

will try to eat the undernourished plankton with their bellies full of dust and so on … 

and so on…  not to mention the toxic fumes from the 1.5 tones of ammonium nitrate 

explosive…. It’s a catastrophe and do you think anyone round here gives a damn?  

TORI:            This must be very hard for you. 

KARI:           Yes..… Are you sure you wouldn’t like some tea? 

TORI:            No, thanks. 

KARI:            We could have some salmon but I’ve got nothing left to cut it with. 

TORI:            No. Thanks 

KARI:            I think about you but I don’t suppose that’s very meaningful – thinking about 

someone.  

TORI:            It might be – I don’t know. 

KARI:            But there’s this … this out there.  It’s kept me occupied  

TORI:            Oh good. 
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KARI:           And Helge.  

TORI:            He’s nice. 

KARI:           But the feeling .. that something’s missing never quite goes away – always just at the 

edge of things. Look, we don’t have to do this now, you know, not now , not right 

now. Maybe it’s not the right time.  

TORI:            I’ve come all the way here. 

KARI:           Yes you have. A long way.   

TORI:            Yeah 

KARI:           I don’t know what to say.  

TORI:            There isn’t a script 

KARI:           Maybe now is not the time … 

TORI:            You keep saying  

KARI:           I mean the very least it will do is shake the house… I am supposed to be gone by.. 

TORI:            It’s as good a time as any. We’re here now.  

KARI:            The truth is I was young and I fell in love - and that’s never what it seems … Sorry. 

I’m sorry.  (  a long pause) Are you OK? 

TORI:            What do you think? 

KARI:           How is he? Harry? 

TORI:            That’s sort of why I’m here.  

KARI:            He sent you? 

TORI:            No. Why would he send me?  

KARI:           No idea - it’s been so long - 

TORI:            I came because I wanted – had to, really 

KARI:           /Had to? 
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TORI :          /Had to/, Wanted to what’s the difference? 

KARI:            It’s not always obvious.  

TORI:            No 

KARI:            With people –  

TORI:            He always said you had passed away- that you were buried over here. Why would he 

say that? 

KARI:           Out of sight, out of mind, out of existence… How is he? 

TORI:            He’s not. 

KARI:            Oh. I’m sorry. 

TORI:            Three weeks ago. 

KARI:            I’m so sorry.  

TORI:            It was very sudden –   

KARI:            I’m so sorry.  

TORI:            Thought I was an orphan at last.  I had to get away – travelling - helps you to let stuff 

go ..clarify things –  

KARI:            I’m not sure it does. 

TORI:            You didn’t answer my question. 

KARI:           Sorry which one? 

TORI:            Why he lied. 

KARI:            To protect you -  

TORI:            From what? 

KARI:            Pain?  I don’t know. 

TORI:            But it doesn’t does it ?–  
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KARI:           Look this really isn’t the time … it’s too much all at once… 

TORI:            It just puts it off –  it’s always too much. I’ve always been torn – but who isn’t?   

Maybe it was actually to protect you , not me –  I had him – you had nothing – less 

than nothing because you didn’t have me or him – and there’s no going back is there? 

– a decision like that ... it was a decision right? To leave? 

KARI:            Yes – yes it was. In a way ... 

TORI:            In a way? 

KARI:            Like you said, it’s hard to tell whether we are deciding or just acting on instinct. I 

had no idea of the difference. I don’t know if I do now…  I don’t blame you for 

being…angry. Christ I would be. 

TORI:            I’m not angry. 

KARI:            Alright hurt.  

TORI:            I’m not hurt. 

KARI:            For hating me.  

TORI:            I don’t hate you. 

KARI:            That’s kind of you. 

TORI:            It’s not kind – its just how I feel  – Nothing -  just a very big space and I don’t know 

quite – where I am – who I am. But there’s this thing underneath … like if those 

diggers out there were to go deep enough and crack it open .. and let the hot stuff 

come out … that might be it.. that hot stuff that still doesn’t have a shape that just 

bubbles and spits itself until it cools… that’s it .. no idea who I am…except that 

maybe  

KARI:            You’re you – I know you – just by looking. 

TORI:            I could be anybody - I just walk in here. There are no pictures of me anywhere ...  

KARI:            There are no pictures of anyone.  Everything’s packed away. You look like him. 

TORI:            I don’t look like anyone.  
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KARI:            You look like him. 

TORI:            He said I looked like you. 

KARI:            He was always very generous. 

TORI:            He should have made you stay – 

KARI:            He tried. 

TORI:            What? That’s not …    He should have made you stay. 

KARI:            I didn’t want to. 

TORI:            your father said dad sent you packing … 

KARI:           He doesn’t know what he’s talking about - he tells himself the story that’s easiest to 

bear. I didn’t want to stay to be quite honest.. 

TORI:            Who knows what they really want? Who the fuck knows that? You said yourself.. 

KARI:            I couldn’t even look at you 

TORI:            And now? 

KARI:           Now? 

TORI:            And Now?  

KARI:            Please don’t shout. 

TORI:           What if I want to? Have to? You don’t have the right.  

KARI:           You’re right I don’t. 

TORI:            Sorry. Sorry ... 

KARI:            Don’t apologise. Please don’t apologise... 

TORI:            I can’t help it. 

KARI:            I’m sorry. 
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TORI:            I brought this - I wanted to find the place – it’s him with the fish he caught – in the 

river here. 

TORI:            It’s the only picture I have of him - supposed to be some sort of record. You can’t see 

it because its black and white but he used to say the fish ‘shone/ like molten metal in 

the sunset’ 

KARI:            like molten metal in the sunset. / My mother walked into the sea 

TORI:            I know 

KARI:           Right. He told you 

TORI:            No - your old man 

KARI:           Maybe that was why I left. History repeating itself -  

TORI:            History is not to blame - that’s not what happens- it’s always people 

 KARI:           She had wanted to get away from the day she was born – thought dad could take her 

all the way to the other side of the ocean. But he couldn’t. And here was my chance. 

A man who kept his eyes on the horizon ... impossible not to follow him in a way-  

who had taken me to the river and showed me myself – I don’t know how else to say 

it -. But I didn’t know where I was going or what I had chosen – I thought he was 

everything but when I got there he was still looking at the horizon .. he never took his 

eyes off it ...and I was so alone...all of a sudden. Can you imagine it?   New York?  

TORI:           I was born there -  

KARI:           The truth is it just terrified me. The people, the noise –  I thought I was an adventurer 

– I thought I wanted the world –- but once I got there, to the other side of the sea… I 

couldn’t bear it. And the seagulls. I’d wake up in the middle of the night and think I 

was here, and then I’d realise and wonder if  they’d followed me to call me back - 

and then a siren reminding me where I really was. 

TORI:            Why didn’t you just go home? 

KARI:            Complications. Not your fault. You were early - you know that? I wasn’t allowed to 

go anywhere, let alone three thousand miles across the ocean.  Then, when you were 
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born  – its not an excuse, I know. I hate to say it - I realised I didn’t want a child at 

all.  I knew that Harry would take care of you. He was a big man, took care of things, 

most things, but he couldn’t understand why I was so afraid, why all I wanted was to 

go home. He couldn’t understand how empty I felt even in the presence of this new 

life - this terrifying new life – like its carrying something so grand – so 

uncontainable...  

TORI:            Well I’m here now - not uncontainable - just a person  

KARI:           I’m sorry for not wanting to see you. It’s awful.  

TORI:           Yes it is. You didn’t want me 

 KARI:           I was a child myself.  Eighteen, a grown up in the fjord but an infant out there.  

TORI:            That’s what it’s like travelling – you’re always the new thing in the place... 

KARI:            I’m not good at it – I thought I was but I’m not. 

TORI:            Not being a good traveller isn’t an excuse. 

KARI:            I’m not saying it is –  

TORI:            What are you staring at? 

KARI:            You. 

TORI:            Why? 

KARI:            I couldn’t even look at you – then 

TORI:            Couldn’t? 

KARI:            I thought if I saw your face I wouldn’t be able to let go.  

TORI:            And now? 

KARI:            Now?  I… 

They stare at each other …. 
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TORI:            I’m not sure if I am supposed to feel something … I don’t know what I am supposed 

to feel  

KARI:           Who can say? 

TORI:            I have to go 

KARI:           That picture… 

TORI:            What about it? 

KARI:            I caught the salmon.   

TORI:            What? 

KARI:            I caught it. 

TORI:            He said... 

KARI:            Because I asked him to. He took me fishing. He was celebrating the bridge being 

finished– said he couldn’t stand the mayor and all his friends and asked me if I 

wanted to go with him up the river. I couldn’t resist he was the most amazing man I 

had ever met… and he had this way of making everything seem like an adventure.  

                       So there we are standing on the bank of the river where it almost turns back on itself, 

and all of sudden he asks me: “Where is the fish?  You are a daughter of Njortr, Kari 

- where is the fish?”   

                       And I say, “My dad’s name is Bjorn, Who’s Njortr?”  

TORI:            /The God of the fish, the seafarer, fertility – 

KARI:            The God of the fish, the seafarer, fertility /–  

KARI:            Yes exactly, and he says - 

TORI:            Look where the fish are. 

KARI:            I stand there, not knowing what to do. How can I know where the fish are? And then 

I remember my mother knew where they were but she had a gift. “Ask” he says. It 

makes me laugh . Who? the fish? “No, god no,” he says, 
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TORI:            They’re not going to tell you. They don’t want to die.  

KARI:            Ask Njortr. 

TORI:            He can’t refuse you.  

KARI:            I stand on a stone at the river’s edge. I feel silly, like I remember saying prayers in 

church, wanting to giggle...   

TORI:            Njortr where are the fish?  

KARI:            And then I laugh  – it comes out as a shout,  echoes in the valley like the crack of 

something breaking, a falling rock – I feel ashamed – as if I am suddenly naked,  but 

then I see something on the other side, a movement near the surface, a flash in the 

shadow of a willow.  

TORI:            Cast – go on cast! 

KARI:            I don’t know how.  

TORI:            Cast like you’re making a big question mark in the air... 

KARI:            I cast  -  a whip that doesn’t make a sound, not trying to tame but asking permission. 

It falls like it is submitting to the water, laying down its weapon.  Then a splash. The 

rod is bending - it wants to be a circle. I can barely hold it. He grabs it –  how strong 

his hands are – he steadies it , gives it back to me. I bring it in -  fighting all the way.   

TORI:            You landed it. 

KARI:            It’s the biggest fish I have ever seen. He is ecstatic. He shouts for joy.. The 

mountains shout back. We lie on the bank, exhausted, exhilarated, the salmon at our 

feet. I don’t know who made the first move. But that was it. Then there was you.  

TORI:            So why is it him in the photo?  

KARI:            He wanted it to be me holding up the fish. I could hardly lift it – forty kilograms. It 

was mine, but I didn’t want to be in the paper. I wanted it, all of it, to be a secret, 

even though there would be gossip. but if I held the fish and got my photo in the 

paper it would never go away. In the end he gave in because he could see that there 

was no changing my mind.  But look at the photo. Is he smiling? If he was happy 
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would he look like that? Can you see how sad he looks?   He never liked his picture 

being taken. This is the only one I know.  Perhaps he knew that this meant that it 

wouldn’t last between us.  

The siren starts  

TORI picks up the knife - left by Papa on the dresser - exits through the back door leaving it open. 

  

KARI realises TORI has gone and then slumps..She goes to the book shelf and pulls out a book – 

Harry Thornberry’s “The Salmon of Knowledge and the knowledge of Salmon” she 

reads.. the siren starts in the distance getting louder... eventually drowning out the 

speech... 

The siren continues... 
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SCENE 12 – The Quay  

The siren continues louder now that we are outside. A gull passes over indicated only by its call.  

TORI stands on the quay with her back to us she begins to take off her clothes –lights fade –  

Explosion 
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SCENE 13:    The boat house ...  the next morning ... the wall where the portrait was has a big 

crack. KARI is sitting with her back to the audience at the table in the same chair 

staring out of the window. 

HELGE gives KARI a piece of paper  – she gets up folds it and puts it in the drawer.  

HELGE:       That was as far as they could come this way. They have to go towards the town side 

now. 

KARI:            Why did you change your mind? 

HELGE:        Because it has to stop sometime.  

KARI:            You found out.  

HELGE:         It should have been obvious. 

KARI:            Yes I suppose so. 

HELGE:         I just did what you would have wanted to do if you could have. 

KARI:            It’s unforgivable 

HELGE:        I don’t know. I don’t know what that is.  I don’t blame you. Is that the same?By the 

way,  I’m looking for another job, maybe not here - maybe abroad somewhere. 

KARI:            That sounds good. 

HELGE:        She’s amazing, you know  – she comes here and it all ....  I hope she stays 

KARI:            I think she’s gone... 

HELGE:        Gone?  I thought she’d stay. We only just spoke -   She said she was going to go for 

one last swim.  What did you say to her? 

KARI:            I can’t remember if we said goodbye. No, we didn’t… that’s awful 

HELGE:        Where’s Papa? 

KARI:            He’s out in the boat. He went out at dawn. He said it’s a spring tide   ... He said 

Njortr told him that he would catch something....  Can you hear that? 
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HELGE:       What? 

KARI:           They’ve stopped.   It’s like the world comes back. As if it went away and  it’s come 

back...in the silence.. there is so much life, so many voices.  

HELGE:       The scrawny one crowed this morning. 

KARI:           Vulcan. 

HELGE:       I didn’t notice at first– I mean it seemed normal. 

PAUSE 

KARI:            I should have told you a long time ago…about Torilde but I couldn’t . I didn’t have 

the strength.  

HELGE:        I didn’t realise who she was.  

KARI:            Why should you?  

HELGE:        She looks like you. I should have known.  

KARI:            She looks like him. 

PAPA: (from off)            Help! 

KARI:            Papa? 

PAPA:            Help! 

PAPA enters carrying Tori in his arms lays her on the kitchen table...  

KARI:          /She’s cold. 

HELGE:       What happened?/ 

PAPA:            Found her ... in the water ..near the salmon farm.. 

HELGE:       /What? 

KARI:           What was she doing over there?/ 

KARI:           /She’s cold. 
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HELGE:       Oh my god./ 

PAPA:           /Is she breathing? 

KARI:           Tori? Tori?   

Lights change – focus on TORI in an indeterminate space – as if underwater 

TORI:           That name... as if I am supposed to know who she is...  she’s obviously lost or has run 

away ...... perhaps I can help, help find her .. I want to help but what if she doesn’t 

want to be found?.. If I find her I’ll ask first... what she wants , what she really 

wants .. the thing no-one ever asks until its too late or there’s no choice...It’s not her 

fault , whatever it is, whatever she’s done or failed to do...... It can’t be .. she just 

wants what they want, the kings and queens  ... to follow her heart to its breaking 

point and beyond ... to lose it to someone, to the world... to a god worth 

worshipping ...  and to hell with the rest –  

Lights change back to normal.. 

KARI:         Wake up. //Wake up. Wake up my love. 

PAPA:          Is she breathing?/ 

KARI:         I don’t know ... I can’t.. 

HELGE:     I’ll call the ambulance. 

PAPA:         I pulled her out of the water – she was caught in the net ... at the farm.. 

KARI:        What was she doing over there?/ Did you tell her to do something? 

HELGE:     Hello? Yes I need an ambulance.. // we found someone in the water ... 

PAPA:         What? No – why would I do that? / 

HELGE:     She may have drowned. /We are trying to revive her. 

KARI:         Why do you think? / 

HELGE:     /Yes its Noatun , Eliasneset, .. yes next to the quarry yes... 

PAPA:         I didn’t – we talked that’s all – I never would ... / 
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KARI:           Tori? Tori?  It’s been too long ... Oh my God it’s been too long...  

PAPA:            I used the motor ..... came as quick as I could... /Oh God. 

HELGE:       They’re on their way. / 

 Lights change to focus on TORI again…  

TORI :           Why doesn’t she answer?  Nothing I can do...  I saw their faces ... ancient, oblivious, 

mouths agape.  Eyes like jewels, fixed on nothing but the prize, bodies like blades - 

crisscrossed with the cage. I couldn’t cut it – useless knife. Then I fumbled , dropped 

it, spinning downward like a dead herring.  There it goes into the irretrievable deep. 

Not today. Not now.  No freedom for these kings and queens – these ancestors – 

shaped like arrows for heroic arcs, to nail the horizon and bring it close.  I’m sorry. 

I’m so sorry.  I couldn’t move – so tired – so happily worn out by the swim.  And 

they just staring as they circled past, as if right through me, as if I wasn’t 

there...that’s where I, we, come from – that same darkness in the centre of the eyes – 

original iris - all looking at the same unknown – just beyond the cage -  through the 

gaps between the lines, the up and down and side to side, through which all our 

stories swim - the thing we were meant for – somewhere just behind the dark - as if 

we know, in spite of all the evidence, in spite of the world and its infinite colours, we 

know it’s in there somewhere – the treasure – the happiness – the reason to breathe.  

There was a time – I know it now - when I was not I ... I remember it  – this close – 

like I was swimming in it – no - like I was the water – and the water was me. Then, 

just as I am learning how to breathe for the first time - just as I am starting to connect 

- to feel like I belong ... sharing my atoms at last ... with all the others...I am pulled 

up and out – into blinding light... 

Lights up. Bright and cold. The sound of the air...the sea..  

TORI:           Like there is a hole in my head and the world is rushing through it...  

Blackout 

Lights to normal – KARI is still trying to revive TORI.. 
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KARI:      Tori Tori ..  (striking TORI on the chest) TORI! 

TORI suddenly coughs up water breathes deeply.. Slow fade to black.  
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SCENE 14 :  TORI’s cabin. Midday – warm sun light – both doors are open -  TORI is on the sofa 

asleep.  KARI has a paint brush and sample pots. The portrait of Torilde is on the 

wall in the same position relative to the audience as it was in the boat house. 

HELGE is just sitting looking at Tori, the ‘Salmon of Knowledge’ in his hand  -    

PAPA is tying flies at the table.   TORI is asleep, lying on her back and speaks as if 

in the conversation, though no-one can hear her.  

TORI:           Where am I? 

HELGE:       You look peaceful. At home.  

KARI:           What? 

HELGE:        I am talking to her.  

KARI:            Let her sleep. 

PAPA:            How can she sleep?/ It’s the middle of the day ... 

TORI:            It’s the middle of the night./  

KARI:            Have you decided on a colour?  

TORI:            A cruel question ...  

HELGE:        I don’t live here ...its not for me to decide ... 

KARI:           When do you go? 

HELGE:        Friday – Amsterdam – sail on Monday. 

KARI:            When will you be back? 

HELGE:         I don’t know. 

KARI:             I like this one. 

PAPA: (struggling with tying a fly)I can’t see like I used to...  

TORI:            For one who is in darkness there are no colours. 

PAPA:            Everything is so ... Damn! Dropped the bloody thing! 
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KARI:           What about Mediterranean earth? 

TORI:            - the agony of loss – the sweetness 

PAPA             Do we have a magnifying glass? 

KARI:           What do you think? 

HELGE:        There used to be one in the old house in the drawer, behind the cockerel. 

TORI:           I hide in nothingness. 

HELGE:       But I haven’t seen it for ages. Maybe in that box with the other stuff? 

PAPA goes to rummage in the box.. 

KARI:           Come on there must be something, somebody? 

TORI:           Who’s she talking to? 

KARI:           We can’t leave it as it is... 

HELGE:       White – paint it white – simple like her place... .. white contains all the colours.. goes 

with anything.  

TORI:          /That’s light not paint 

KARI:           That’s light not paint./..if you mix all the colours together you get mud. 

TORI:            I am only just beginning to... 

PAPA             Aha! 

KARI:           Too pink 

TORI:           Think 

PAPA             That’s better 

KARI:            I like this one too, what about you? 

TORI:            You talk to me as if I know who you are... 

KARI:           What do you think? 
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TORI:           When I don’t even know who I am. 

KARI:            I need your help 

TORI:            Mercy is joining in – reaching out.    

KARI:            It’s called salsa. 

TORI:           /That’s a dance – not a colour. 

HELGE:        That’s a dance – not a colour/.  

KARI:            Like the dance. 

PAPA playfully shimmies in his seat - 

TORI:            I think of the Salmon.  And I weep but my cheeks are dry.  I think of the mountain 

and I shout a battle cry but it is only a breathing out.  

HELGE:        Do you think she did it on purpose? 

PAPA:           What was she doing over there? trying to sabotage it?  

KARI:            Perhaps she was trying to swim across and got caught in a current... 

HELGE:        We’ll ask her when she wakes up. 

PAPA:            Let her sleep. 

KARI:            This one. This is the one. 

TORI:            Salsa it is then.  

KARI puts down the brush to the bookshelf and takes the book from Helge. She stands near TORI 

and starts to read...  

 KARI:           They used to make journeys thousands of miles.. they travelled the world and came 

home bigger, more powerful, changed by experience, grown up - driven out by the 

hunter’s spirit , the desire for the unknown, and back by a memory so ancient its not 

even their own,   a longing so strong it makes them go as if against nature. They fight 

the river’s downward force, breaching their element time after time, acclimatising 

themselves to the realm of death leap by leap, breath by breath.  They’ve 
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circumambulated the ocean - seen all there is to see and  now they’ve come home to 

pass it on and to die”– 

As she reads in the distance the quarry siren can be heard ... it goes on and on .... then silence ....  

THE END  
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